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Bioengineers are working around the clock to meet science fiction’s standards for electronically powered artificial limbs.
Combining state-of-the-art embedded systems and real-time software solutions with some innovative bio-interfacing strategies
may just meet the challenge. Science fiction has plenty of fantastic examples of humans made from artificial parts: Star
Trek’s Lieutenant Commander Data and Star Wars’ villain Darth Vader stand out among them. Data, controlled by his
positronic brain, is a full-fledged android. Vader, on the other hand, remains some part human, although the ominous mask
he wears is a constant reminder of the artificial components he must don to stay alive. From the perspective of the storytellers,
we have mastered the science of mimicking humans with technology. Such artificial humans are effortlessly woven into these
fictional storylines which leave reality with the daunting, complex task of actually engineering such achievements. With a
quick trip to the lab, Luke Skywalker is fitted with a fully functional artificial hand to replace the one he lost in a battle
against Darth Vader. Compared to Vader or Data the android, Skywalker’s hand seems almost trivial ... in fiction maybe,
but reality tells a different story.

lthough Luke Skywalker’s hand seems
trivial compared to the technology
used for Lieutenant Commander Data and
Darth Vader, compared to modern technology, it emulates our current efforts to
create a synthetic, symbiotic robotic arm.
Figure 1 depicts an overview of the
components necessary to make up an artificial limb such as the one used to replace
Skywalker’s hand. At the heart of this system are the voluntary and autonomous
control components, generally encapsulated in a coordinated digital signal processing (DSP) microcontroller and capable of
real-time processing. These two components control the functional branches of
the system as shown by the black and gray
arrows.
The first branch, indicated in black,
allows the user control over basic motions
required of the limb, for example, grabbing an object. The second branch, indicated in gray, allows the limb to

autonomously fine-tune its activities based
on sensory feedback made available to the
system through sensors within the limb
itself. This functionality is more subtle
than voluntary control because it usually
goes unnoticed when we do it with a natural limb. For instance, when we grab an
egg, we do not think about how hard we
should grasp. Instead, our nervous system
automatically takes care of that for us so
that we can grab the egg without breaking
or dropping it. The dashed gray arrows
indicate a sub-branch of this function,
allowing users to be made aware of the
sensory feedback provided by the hand.
For instance, we can feel when our grasp
is slipping in a natural hand, and a fully
functional artificial hand should provide a
similar function.
Modern developments in microcontroller, micromotor, and microsensor
technologies yield promising avenues for
continued development of the front-end

Figure 1: Overview of the Components That Make Up an Artificial Limb
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actuation and fine-tuning efforts necessary for a fully functional artificial limb.
The real challenge for bioengineers pioneering this technology is the back-end
voluntary control and sensory perception
function. Moreover, the challenge becomes even more daunting as the degrees
of freedom for the artificial limb increase,
yet the solution becomes more essential
for the user.

Conventional Control
Systems

Myoelectric control has found widespread
use as a voluntary control strategy in
upper-limb powered prosthetics. Using
this approach, voluntarily controlled parameters of electrical signals from muscles
are used as inputs to modulate prosthesis
function. These electrical signals, which
can be measured noninvasively by a pair of
electrodes placed on the surface of the
skin, are called myoelectric signals.
Early myoelectric controllers operated
in an on/off mode to control prosthetic
function. For instance, when the controller detected a signal from one muscle,
it opened a prosthetic hand; when it
detected a signal from another muscle, it
closed the hand.
This simplistic control scheme is easy
to implement in either analog circuitry or
digital software, requiring only an estimate of the mean absolute value of the
signal to compare to an on/off threshold.
While simple, this control scheme is substantially limited since any additional
functionality is dependent on the availability of additional muscle sites for control inputs, and no provision is made for
speed control. Furthermore, electrode
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placement to pick up single muscle signals
is challenging, and voluntary contraction
of the single muscles is often non-intuitive and difficult for users to learn.
Consider, for instance, using the biceps
and triceps muscles in the upper arm to
open and close a hand. Nevertheless, artificial hands with such limited grasping
functionality were making significant clinical impact by the 1970s and well into the
1980s [1]. The Otto Bock 2-state system
was a common example [2].
The evolution of microcontroller
technology including DSP chips with
real-time processing power offered new
opportunities for advancing powered
prosthetic development. As microcontroller technology evolved, more sophisticated control schemes based on complex
pattern recognition became possible.
Research into the nature of the myoelectric signal has demonstrated that a given
muscle within a muscle group will contribute variably to the overall group’s signal depending on the intended limb
action [3]. The sum of the contribution of
all muscles within a muscle group will,
therefore, reflect intended action-dependent patterns. Because of the random
nature of the myoelectric signal, these
patterns are difficult to extract, but with
the advent of DSP chips like Texas
Instrument’s C2000 – found in the
Boston Elbow developed by Liberating
Technologies Inc. [4] – software that reliably interprets these signals can be
embedded into the artificial hand’s control system. Different classification strategies are currently being investigated
including statistical; syntactic; and, most
recently, machine learning via the perception-based neural network [5].
Increased computational resources
and advancements in algorithm development have afforded bioengineers opportunities to explore some rich feature sets for
input to the pattern classification software.
Early pattern classification-based control
systems were limited to simple-to-calculate time domain signal statistics such as
variance, zero-crossings, and waveform
length to represent the myoelectric signal
of interest [1]. Now, far more computationally complex feature sets are being
investigated, including autocorrelation
coefficients; spectral measures; time-series
model parameters; and time-frequency
coefficients based on wavelet and wavelet
packet transforms and higher-order spectral analysis [1].
As an example, a pattern recognition
based control system developed at the
University of New Brunswick (UNB) was
used to recognize 10 discrete movements
October 2006
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Figure 2: Hand and Wrist Functions to be Restored in a Below-Elbow Amputee
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be controlled are depicted in Figure 2.
Consider an individual with an amputation
Autoregressive coefficients and a lin- at the shoulder. To restore lost function,
ear discriminant classifier were used, and the user must have a prosthesis capable of
the system was trained for use by eight articulating many degrees of freedom,
individuals. Sixteen electrodes were placed including the hand, wrist, elbow, and
1
around the circumference of the forearm, shoulder joints. The only myoelectric sigas depicted in Figure 3. The performance nals available for control are the pectoralis,
of each subject was assessed by the per- some back muscles, and perhaps some
centage accuracy with which they were remnants of the shoulder deltoids.
able to correctly select a randomly preTherein lies a fundamental paradox:
sented target movement. In Figure 4 (see The higher the level of amputation, the
page 6), the accuracy is shown for each more degrees of freedom must be
subject with respect to the number of replaced, with a diminishing number of
electrodes used1. Although performance control sites. Moreover, the available convaries between subjects, it is clear that the trol sites are not physiologically appropriuse of more electrodes yields better per- ate; that is, the muscle activity bears no
formance; no improvement exists beyond natural relationship with the lost degrees
the use of eight electrodes. This system is of freedom. Even the most sophisticated
remarkably accurate with an average user pattern recognition-based control system
capable of selecting amongst these move- cannot defeat this paradox; only contrived
ments with an accuracy of 96 percent.
contractions that are unrelated to the natThe pattern recognition strategy for ural contraction patterns can be used to
voluntary control of powered prosthetics impart control.
allows for more degrees of freedom than
The unfortunate consequence of this
the simple, single-muscle/single-function paradox is that those with high-level
control strategy because it can differenti- amputations are those in greatest need of
ate between many more intended limb Figure 3: The Placement of Surface Electrodes
actions. While this is an important step
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ple joints is still an elusive task.
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Emerging Strategies

Although steady progress has been made
in myoelectric control systems, the use of
the surface myoelectric signals in a conventional manner has inherent limitations.
Individuals with high-level limb amputations (above elbow, for example) have few
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functional replacement. Individuals with a
missing hand or wrist can perform activities of daily living quite well with or without a prosthesis. Those with amputation
above the elbow or at the shoulder require
substantially greater assistive augmentation.
The means of defeating this paradox
lies in alternative sources of information.
Clearly, the use of conventional myoelectric signals from residual muscle tissue
cannot provide physiologically appropriate control sites. Fortunately, there are
three emerging technologies that show
great promise: Targeted Muscle
Reinnervation (TMR), Peripheral Nerve
Interfaces, and Cortical Interfaces.

TMR
Often, residual nerves can remain intact
after amputation and retain the capacity to
transmit messages from the brain; they just
do not have anywhere to transmit the
information. TMR is a surgical procedure
which transfers residual nerves from an
amputated limb onto alternative muscle
groups. The target muscles are not biomechanically functional since they are no
longer attached to the missing arm. The reenervated muscle then serves as a biological amplifier of the amputated nerve motor
commands which are intuitively coupled to
the intended action. The muscle thus provides physiologically appropriate, surface

Figure 5: Schematic Description of Targeted Muscle Reinnervation Technique2
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Figure 5: Schematic Description of Targeted Muscle Reinnervation Technique1

myoelectric control signals that are related
to functions in the lost arm and allow
simultaneous control of multiple degrees
of freedom in an advanced prosthesis.
TMR is an innovative strategy for
interfacing neural commands from the
brain with an artificial limb. The artificial
limb must still be fitted with an embedded
system capable of supporting the software
required to interpret the complex patterns
in the myoelectric signal provided by the
alternative muscles, and it must contain
the software required to provide some
simultaneous control which the input signals request. The intuitive nature of this
voluntary control strategy makes TMR an
extremely appealing development.
The first person to receive TMR was a
54-year-old male who had suffered severe
electrical burns working as a high-power
lineman in May 2001. He required bilateral shoulder disarticulation amputations [6].
To improve the function of his powered
left prosthesis, TMR surgery was performed in February 2002. The patient’s
pectoral muscles were denervated, divided
into four separate segments, and a residual
arm nerve was transferred to each segment (Figure 5).
Within five months after the surgery,
surface myoelectric signals could be
recorded from the pectoral segments, reenervated with the musculocutaneous,
median, and radial nerves. In this subject,
TMR allows the musculocutaneous nerve
transfer to control elbow flexion, the radial nerve transfer to control elbow extension, the median nerve flexor region to
control hand closing, and the median
nerve thumb abductor region to control
hand opening. Fitted with a sophisticated
artificial arm that interfaced with the pectoral muscle group, the subject was able to
operate his elbow, wrist and terminal
device simultaneously with greater ease
and speed.
Peripheral Nerve Interfaces
Peripheral nerves deliver control information to skeletal muscle. As compared
to surface myoelectric signals, substantially more information about motor
intent is available in peripheral nerves if
it can be reliably measured. Unfortunately, nerve signals are much harder to measure, as they are embedded in the body
and are surrounded by a muscle that creates an interference signal. Most artificial
limb voluntary control systems have
focused on myoelectric control inputs
because no technology has been available
to measure information from peripheral
nerves. Recently, however, a great deal of
research has been directed at measuring
October 2006

(reproduced with permission of Rehabilitation Institute of Chicago)
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peripheral nerve activity using cuff electrodes that envelop the nerve [7], biocompatible silicon sieves through which a severed nerve may regenerate and clamps
which compress the nerve, exposing multiple fibers to a recording surface [8].
Perhaps the most encouraging approach is
the use of a slanted electrode array, developed at the University of Utah [9]. The
Utah slant array is a 100-electrode array
with a resolution of approximately 400
microns between electrodes, as depicted
in Figure 6.
Cortical Interfaces
Brain-Computer Interfaces (BCI) have
been the subject of a great deal of
research. An effective BCI would allow
people with severe motor disorders such
as paralysis, stroke, cerebral palsy, and
spinal cord injury to control a device such
as a robotic arm or a computer with signals recorded directly from their brain.
Some promising advances have been made Figure 6: The Use of the Utah Slanted Electrode Array in the Measurement of Peripheral Nerve
using surface electroencephalogram Activity3
recordings [10]. Surface recordings require
With the promise of these new sensor electromechanical design (energy storage,
reproduced her with permission from…
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technologies, new advancements in biosig- actuation, transmission) and human factherefore clearly not a practical approach nal processing software will have to be tors (improved socket design, osseointefor a system that a user must wear and made. New information extraction algo- gration).
maintain mobility.
rithms may have to be developed, along
State-of-the-art, electrically powered
Microelectrode arrays implanted in the
with new control strategies, and a viable artificial limbs are a long way off from
motor cortex of monkeys have been
means of sampling and wirelessly transmit- meeting the standards set by science ficshown to convey motor intent. Using this,
ting the high density stream of data to the tion. However, there is no doubt that we
it has been shown that it is possible to
front-end control system must be devised. are now, more than ever, committed to
resolve cortical activity in a manner that
meeting this challenge. Given the progress
describes limb trajectory and hand articuPushing
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Notes

1. Initially, all 16 electrodes were used; to
assess performance with eight electrodes, every other electrode was omitted. This procedure was used to assess
performance with 4, 2, and 1 electrode.
2. Reproduced with permission of the
Rehabilitation Institute of Chicago.
3. Reproduced with permission from the
University of Utah and the Journal of
Neurophysiology.
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